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Childcare and ski school information
Falkensteiner Hotel Lido Ehrenburgerhof ****

Child supervision: every day except Saturday from 3 years of age from 14.00 – 21.00, includes
evening meal with separate children’s buffet or children’s menu, drinks included (Falky
Land) - inclusive service.

Kronplatz ski school - Scuola Italiana Sci
Snowboard courses

The courses for beginners last for 6 days (Sunday-Friday) or for 5 days
(Monday-Friday).
It is also possible to book a 3 - or a 5 - day course. Start of the course is
always either on Sunday or on Monday. During the Christmas period and
the Carneval period (in February) courses start almost daily.
Meeting point is always on top of the mountain.
Courses for advanced boarders last from 3 to 5 days (Monday-Friday).
During high season we also offer courses on the weekends.Advanced
boarders can join a course at any time during the week. The participants
will be assigned to an adequate group according to their technical skills.
Snowboardn courses last from 10.30 - 12.30, during high season we offer additional courses in the
afternoon; from 13.00 - 15.00.
Snowboard course (10.30-12.30)
6 days: 99€ / 5 days: 92€ / 3 days: 74€
Snowboard course & lunch (10.30-13.30) - for children
6 days: 160 € / 5 days: 140 € / 3 days: 100 €
Snowboard course & rental (10.30-12.30)
6 days: 177€ / 5 days: 165€ / 3 days: 131€
Equipment rental: for clients who book a snowboardcourse for beginners (=LTR course) we offer the
possibility to rent the required equipment (board&boots) for a special price from our rental partner.
The concept of LTR is based on the following philosophy: BURTON has dedicated a lot of time to the
development of special boards for beginners. These boards feature technical characteristics which
common boards don’t have. The LTR snowboard schools are proud to be able to offer their clients the
opportunity to benefit from the use of those boards which facilitate the introduction to snowboarding.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Children skiing courses

Welcome to the CRONIWORLD,
the specialized skischool for children on KRONPLATZ!
Everything in the Croniworld is rotating around the children. In collaboration
with the Alto Adige Skiing Association, we have developed a special didactic
programme for children from the age of 3. New instruction methods have also
been set up for young advanced skiers. From parallel to the gold level, the
programme follows a specific concept. The age limit for this didactic programm is 12 years. Older adolescents can participate at one of our special
courses for teenagers.
Half day children group courses
Courses without lunch: The group courses for beginners start on Sunday
(for the 6-day course) or on Monday (for the 5-day course).
On the first day (classification of the groups) and on the last day (ski race) the course lasts from
10.00 - 12.30 (2,5 hours). On the other days from 10.00 - 12.00 (2 hours). This adds up to a total
of 11 hours a week of ski instruction.
HALF DAY COURSE (11 hours a week)
6 days: 99 € (only beginners) / 5 days: 92 € / 4 days: 82 € / 3 days: 74€
Courses with lunch: The lessons times correspond those of the courses without lunch (see
above!). The difference is that after the ski lessons the children will be accompanied by their ski
instructor to the children’s restaurant Kroni, where they will have lunch. At 13.00 the parents can
pick them up from there.
COURSE & LUNCH (10.30-13.30)
6 days: 160€(only beginners) / 5 days: 140€ / 4 days: 119€ / 3 days: 100€
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Full day children group courses
A Cronido day for children from 3 - 4 years old
Meeting point is between 10.00 and 10.30 at the
KRONi. A great part of the morning will be spend in
the skipark CRONILANDIA. An especially developed
didactical programme facilitates their first steps on the
snow. At lunch time (approx. 12.00) the children return
to the KRONi where they have lunch. Afterwards it’s
play time! An animation programme with different activities throughtout the week will add to the entertainment
of the children. Our professional staff takes care of the
children and accompanys them at all times.
It is possible to book a test day in order to see whether
your son/daughter is content to attend the Cronido!
CRONIDO: (10.00-14.00)
6 days: 155€(only beginners) / 5 days: 135€ / 4 days: 115€ / 3 days: 95€

A Midi Club day for children 5 - 12 years old
Meeting point is at 10.00 in front of our office on the mountain top.
On the first day of the course every participant will be assigned to an adequate group according to
his/her technical skills. On that day the ski lessons terminates at 12.30 (2,5 hours). On the other
days the children ski until 12.00 (2 hours).
At lunch time the children will be accompanied o the Kroni restaurant, where they will eat and play.
The afternoon course starts at 13.30 and terminates at 15.00 (1,5 hours). Between 15.00 - 15.30
parents are asked to pick up their children at the Kroni.
MIDI CLUB: (10.00 - 16.00)
6 days: 190€(only beginners) / 5 days: 170€ / 4 days:143€
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Private lessons
1 private lesson: 33 €/35 € per person. Surcharge per person who joins the lesson is 10 €.
Once a week we organize a special fun afternoon for the children of the MIDI CLUB. Various
activities will take place in the snow (depending on the weather conditions!); e.g. “Pöckel” race,
snowball fights, snowtubing, ecc...! The winner of each group awaits a little surprise.
It’s an afternoon dedicated to FUN.
In case of unfavourable weather the indoor activities take place in the children’s restaurant.
At the enrolment in one of our skicourses (min. 3 days), each child receives a surprise bag which
is stuffed with little presents and gifts for our young guest.
FRIDAY:
The most important day of the week for most children and parents is the day of the ski race. Finally, the young athletes have the chance to show what they have learned and to compete with their
fellow skiers.
The race is followed by the award ceremony which takes place in front of your office on the mountain top. An award for everyone!
The skischool Croniworld also runs 2 unique children’s restaurants:
The KRONI (1 in the valley, 1 on the mountain top).
The 2 restaurants have different functions:
The children enroled in a skicourse with lunch or the Midi Club, eat at the
Kroni. And the parents can pick them up from there after lunch. We offer a
babysitter service for children who don’t ski - meeting-point and pick-up point
for the CRONIDO kids.
Children of all ages have access to our babysitter service. There is an animation programme for every age group from 2-12 years.
We also offer the possibility for the children to have lunch at the KRONi.
Our qualified staff will take good care of your children during there time at
the KRONi.

You can enrol your children for the babysitter service directly at the KRONi. Our personel will be
more than happy to provide you with more information.
We have built 6 functional ski parks to meet the demands for
effective facilities to instruct children. Each of the parks has
been designed according to the different technical levels of
the young athletes. The Cronilandia skiparks for example are
the drill ground for beginners with lots of didactical features
built into them.
On the other hand, the break&curve park as well as the
Cronicastle park cater for advanced skiers. The idea behind
these parks is to improve pre existing skills and to learn new
ones.
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